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PREFACE
For a long time tribals were receiving far too little attention. The tribals face multiple
deprivations and exclusion of rights. The poverty and deprivations of the tribals are the
result of denial of their human rights and full citizenship rights guaranteed by the Indian
constitution. Whether we like to realize it or not, the number of tribal people living in poverty
is growing. They are deprived of livelihoods, the welfare benefits and dignity. The rapidly
growing globalization has endangered the very identity and dignity of many social groups
tribals in particular.

SPREAD as an organization is deeply involved with the different tribals in the south Orissa
particularly in the Koraput district. We act on the assumption that there are positive
correlations between denial of rights and vulnerability. We are rightly convinced and affirm
that if rights are missing, than all developmental initiatives are meaningless. We therefore
continue to combat poverty by facilitating rights based learning through participatory and
democratic institutions and alliances of all the vulnerable social groups with a sprit of
human rights and equity.
We present the Annual Progress Report of Spread for the year 2005-2006 for wider
dissemination of the participatory planned actions implemented by the organization. It has
facilitated a varied range of activities with the vulnerable tribal and backward populations
of the Koraput district in Southern Orissa. Institution and Community Capacity Building,
Addressing Immediate Poverty needs, Influencing Policy and Collaborative Alliances,
Resource Generation through Natural Resource Management, Tribal Self Governance at
the grassroots-level and the gender equity and empowerment are the major thrust as of
Spread.
I take this opportunity to thank all our partners, for supporting the core programme
activities. We also express our profound gratitude to the Community Based Organizations,
Government, Civil Society Members, PRIs and all those who extended their cooperation.
Without them all the initiatives would not have taken place.

Secretary
Bidyut Mohanty
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Chapter : 1
An Overview
Society for promoting rural education and development (SPREAD) was established
by some young volunteers with a social science background and with a commitment to
work for the betterment of the under privileged of the society. During the initial period, the
group realized that in order to make a difference in the lives of the poorest of the poor they
need to work with the marginalized tribal groups of Koraput district in south Orissa. During
the early intervention phase in Koraput the team focused on the problems of the displaced
and affected tribal population, those who have been deprived of there homes and
hearths due to the implementation of Dam projects, industries and other developmental
initiatives. With this experience, the organization extended its operation in around the
displaced villages of Koraput district .
VISON
A region / society without any exploitation and discrimination, with access to basic
necessities of life and ability to assert their rights for dignified living.
MISSION
To work with the underprivileged class as a catalyst so as to build up their capacity
and to facilitate the process of participatory development.
GOAL
To make the most marginalized section of the society aware of their rights and
duties & enable them to have access & control over socio-eco-political process for a
dignified living.
The Organization
ORGANISATION STRUCTURE.
Executive Body

General Body

Secretary

Core committee
Accountant

Project Coordinators

Coordinators

Village level animator
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Legal Status:
SPREAD is registered under SR ACT. Bearing the no. 2445-200 of 1989-90.
Registered under FCR ACT. No:105020098
Registered under Income tax Act No( 12A): 42/93-94
Registered under Provident fund code No: OR/6143

General Body- It meets once in a year. During the general body meeting all the details of
the organization within the year are discussed and new proposal for the coming year are
finalized.
Governing/executive body- There are six members in the governing body and it meets a
minimum two times in a year.
Core committee- core committee plays a pivotal role in organizations day to day activities.
The core committee consists of selected staff members, and presently it has 7 members,
the membership rotates very year. Once in every two months the core committee
conducts its meetings.
Secretary- The secretary is the head of the organization, overall responsible person of
SPREAD and he is the member of the core committee.

The Operational Area ( O A ):
The OA comprises of 134 villages of Koraput district ( southern Orissa) including hamlets of
Nandapur, Koraput, Lamtaput ,Boipariguda Block & Dasamantapur Block covering 7
panchayats; Attanda, Billaput and Paraja Badapada of Nandapur block; Suku panchayat
of Koraput Block; Godihanjar panchayat of Lamtaput Block; Paikaphulbeda panchayat of
Dasmantapur Block & Ramagiri panchayat of Boipariguda Block. All the G.P s of Nandapur
Block are situated in the Machhakund Dam area. The field centers are located in the
village level, and GP level. The project offices are located at the distance of 15 kms to 9o
kms from the dist head quarter.
Jolaput & Godihanjar field centers are situated on the border of Orissa and Andhra
Pradesh. Among the OA villages of jolaput field center only 8 villages are connected by
Kachha road linked with tarred roads but the other 25 villages are cut- off from the main
land and are situated inside the Machhakund reservoir. In Suku field center the villages are
only accessible by boat and are cut off from the district head quarter because of the
Kolab reservoir the dam project
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OPERATIONAL AREA AT A GLANCE

The core programme area

Field Office

Village
Covered

Gram
Panchayat

Block

Strengthening Socio Economic of
Displaced Tribal Community

Jolaput

49
Villages

Billaput,
Attanda,
Paraja,
Badapada

Nandapur

Tribal Self Rule by the Tribal
Community in Ramagiri G.P in
Koraput District.

Khajuripadar

40
Villages

Ramagiri

Boipariguda

Tribal Self Rule

Mainamal

40
Villages

Paikaphulab
eda

Dasamantap
ur

Empowerment of Displaced Tribal
community in suku G.P.

SUKU

11
Villages

Suku

Koraput

Community
Mobilisation
for
Ensuring the right of the Children
among
the
tribal
displaced
population of the Koraput District of
Orissa

Godihanjar

12
Villages

Godihanjar

Lamtaput
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PARTNER COMMUNITY
The partner community belongs to the Paroja , Gadaba and other backward caste
people.
The partner community comprises of displaced populace of machhkund and Kolab
dam projects, the forest village dwellers of Ramgiri GP, the tribals of Godihanjar and
Paikaphulbeda GP . The basic phenomenon that characterizes the situation of tribals of
these panchayats is that of alienation. The partner community of this area has been
systematically dispossessed of the ownership of their means of production of the products
of labour and of the very means of the human existence. The community is being broken
up in the name of the development and they are dispossessed of their culture their values,
and their very identity.

With the partner community Spread evolved the following strategies to fulfill the
vision, mission & goal.
•

Institution and Community Capacity Building

•

Addressing Immediate Poverty Needs

•

Influencing Policy and Collaborative Alliances

•

Resource Generation

•

Gender Equity and Empowerment

•

Staff Capacity Building

Chapter : 2 Institution and Community Capacity Building
Spread’s focus has been on building capacity and institutions of the people at the
primary level and facilitating the emergence of community leadership and democratic
institution within the community. In its effort to build and strengthen, peoples organizations
SPREAD has facilitated in forming Village Development Community (VDC s) and Women
Self- Help Group (W SHG s) in each village of the Operational area. The effort has been
done in enabling the partner community to critically analysis their situation, prepare their
plan and operationalize the plan for their own development with active participation and
ownership of the most marginalized sections. The various people’s institutions are
addressing the issues faced by them and trying to get access and control over their
entitlements.

The offshoots our initiatives: - The Community Base Organizations ( CBO )
Dongar Surakshya Samiti at Godihanjar
Regional forum at Suku,
Bhumihina Sanghton at Ramagiri
Machhkund Displaced peoples Forums at Jalaput area.

Spread the light of freedom
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These peoples organization are playing the role of pressure group and managing
development programmes. The 5 women federations of Atanda, Billaput,
Parajabadapada, Ramagiri and Suku are now concentrating issues relating to basic
services within their areas . They also focus to take up collective activities to strengthen their
economic base.

Rally of Bhumihina Sagathan at
Koraput

Rally of Dangar Surakhaya Samati at
Nandapur

Regional fourm meeting of “Machhakund Basachayat
Mahasangha” held at Padwa
The capacity building initiatives for CBOs
On the aspects of
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

P.E.S.A
Education, Educational Provisions & School Education
Child Rights
NREGA / OREGS
Right to Information
Human Right
Social Audit
Social Analysis
Leadership
Land Law
Bikalpa Jala Niti
Legal Literacy Camps
Youth Camps
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Spread has facilitated the Exposure programs to build the capacity and experience
of the community:

Delhi

For Leadership workshop

SAMATA, Adivasii- mitra,
Aruku, AP
CCN, AP

To know the peoples movement against mining.

RRTTS,
Semiliguda

To learn the use of various agriculture equipments and
high- yielding method of agriculture from the Agriculture
Exhibition.
To learn on women movement

NSS, Anugul
ARTS Srikakulam, AP

For effective implementation of P.E.S.A

To learn the different land related problem by raised
through people’s movement
To learn the producer of honey bee keeping.

Honey Bee Cultivation,
Koraput
Paschima
Odissa
mahila Tribal Women Issues
mahasabha Sambalpur
NSS Anugul
To Learn about women movement
Ekta
Parishad,
Pradesh

Madhaya To participate and learn about the

Land Movement

PROCESS INDICATORS OF THE INTERVENTION:
- Peoples participation in Palli Sabha and Grama Sabha have increased.
- regular nodal meetings
- Community forest protection.
- Effecting implement of panchayatiraj extentension to Scheduled Areas.
-Activating VEC in running the schools.
-Linkages with the govt. for accessing different programs
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Chapter : 03 Addressing Immediate Poverty Needs.
SPREAD has been putting forth its effort to meet the immediate and practical needs
of the partner community to sustain the fight for rights. Moreover, the focusing is on the
most vulnerable families. During the year 2005, attempts have been made to address the
immediate poverty needs of these families, focusing on food insecurity, access to credit
especially for income generation activities through revolving fund and primary health care.
INTERVENTIONS .
Health
(a)Referral health:
52 Emergency cases were sent to the district headquarter Hospital, Koraput during the
year. The cases were suffering from Gastritis, Gynecology related problems, bear attack,
fracture / Broken legs and hands. The expenses of both medicine and travel were borne by
the organization.
(b) PWD:
90 PWD cases were sent for certification. After different tests made by the medical Board:
41 persons were certified as PWD s. Among them 14 were Adults (Male) and other 27 were
children (18 Boys and 09 Girls).
(c) Health Camps:
SPREAD coordinated with Zilla Swasthya Samiti (ZSS), CHCs of the block Nandapur,
Lamtaput & Koraput and assisted the concerned officials in organizing Health camps in 5
G.P s. And during the year 10 nos Health Camps were organized. In these camps health
check- ups were done and medicines were given for 5 common diseases i.e. Diarrhea,
Cough, Scabies / Eczema, Malaria and Leprosy.
(d) Immunization
With the coordination of local ANM s immunization has been done for child & pregnant
women.
(e) Immunization of Livestock’s:
SPREAD Coordinated with the Livestock Inspector to have the immunization of the
livestock. And during this year, the emphasis was laid on immunization mostly in the
operational areas of Jalaput and Suku field centers.
(f) Grain Banks:
Spread has promoted 63 grain banks in 63
villages.
(g) Credit Support to the Community:
Credit support has been a stepping stone for the
poor families in the villages to enhance the
income levels of the households. The credit is
always given to the families on agriculture,
livestock, fishing and trading purpose.
(h) PDS accessed by Community:
As the O.A villages under Attanda, Paraja
Badapada and Billaput G.P s were almost cut
from the main land and lack of proper
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communication, deprives people from getting the subsidized rice under public distribution
system. This always hinders the people from provisioning the PDS in the time of need.

In order to tackle this problem, a process was facilitated where the community came
forward and handled the PDS and its managing the PDS since 2002.
THE OUTCOME OF THE INTERVENTIONS:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The access to Govt.health facilities has been increased.
Effective functioning of the DDC.
Immunization has been increased with a 85% immunization during the year 2005.
All the people are availing ICDS facilities properly in time.
People have more access to safe drinking water
06 PWD certificate holders have got, PWD pensions from the panchayats.
Benefited from the referral health programme.
Now the Grain Banks are at their full growth to tackle the food in – security problems.
The income generations of the families have reduced the vulnerability through the
credit support.

Chapter : 04 Influencing Policy and Collaborative Alliances
Promoting peoples institution at regional and district level of displaced people is a
prime focus of the organisation. The organization has facilitate the process of Net – working
and alliance of like – minded institutions at the state level for influencing policies, regarding
rehabilitation , land entitlement , Forest policy etc.

People are meeting with Machhkund
Tahsildar

Rally by CBOs against WTO
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THE INTERVENTIONS CARRIED OUT BY CBO s
Rally
Dharana
Rally

/ Place

Purpose

Delhi

Tribal rights over
forest
Dharan
B.B.S.R
Tribal rights over
forest
Dahran
B.B.S.R
For better R & R
policy
Rally
Nandapur
For
good
governance
Rally
Koraput
Against
bauxite
mining .
WTO
Rally against Kolkata
, Against
Koraput & BBSR provision
WTO
Rally
Lamtaput
Cashew Patta
Rally on the Koraput
International
day for the
disabled
person.

Disability issue

Education drives by CBOs :Education campaign for dropout and non- school going children in Jalaput and
Godihanjar project area. Under this campaign meetings were conducted with village
Education committee (VEC) , parent and teachers Association and mother and teachers
association at panchayat level. The reasons and problem of the irregularity of school were
discussed. After a series of discussions, people showed their keen interest to pressurize the
absent teachers in running the schools regularly.
Workshop was conducted at the block level, GP level and village level on quality primary
education, role of VEC and the community as a whole. Rallies of the school going children
were organized to create awareness among the people.
SPREAD is member of different state level and national level alliances and net works like
Member of Orissa Jeeban Jibika Avijan, Swabhiman( State Disability information and
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resource center), National disability network, Voice for Child Right ( Orissa), Regional
resource center ( Bhubaneswar), National campaign for survival and Dignity, Orissa
voluntary Health Association( OVHA ), State vigilance Council.
Outcomes .
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Advocacy for a proper R & R policy .
The Palli Sabha and Gram Sabha are being held in time.
Knowledge on various issues.
Consultation meets with the displaced community leaders, Activists and Intellectuals
for policy on R & R.
The newsletter “AMA JAMI” has helped the tribals to present their issues.
The Education campaign created a conducive atmosphere among the teachers,
parents and children to send their children to school. The teachers have become
more sincere in attending the schools.
The displaced people’s Network in KBK district as well as other parts of Orissa have
been strengthened.
The Machhakund Displacement Forum has emerged as a pressure Group in the
whole district and hence has received wide applause from all over Orissa

CHAPTER: 05 Resource Generation
The natural resources of the land, water and forest are the support base of survival of
the partner community. Inappropriate agricultural practices and inadequate resources
leading to over exploitation have led to the degeneration of the resources. Hence, under
the strategy it has been focused on facilitating the process of building the capacity of the
partner community in sustainable agriculture practices and accessing resources from
government .The emphasis was on the soil and water management, forest regeneration
and fodder generation. The organization started a pilot village satodiput in the cut off are
of Machukun dam in NRM activities and the result was good and same initiatives were
extended to all total 21 villages.

Practical Training of the farmers
Vegetable cultivation: a key to economic growth
The village Dolamunda of Ramagiri G.P under Boipariguda Block consists
up 40 families .Among them 7 families are S.C.s, 31 family – S.T.s (Bhumias) and
the rest are O.B.C.s. Though there was perennial source of water for irrigation the
land was unutilized during winter. In November 2005, with the planning of the
Villagers, SPREAD supported Rs. 45000/- as revolving fund for vegetable
cultivation in . 22 families started growing brinjal, tomato, onion, watermelon,
ladyfinger, pumpkin, beans, cauliflower, cabbage, potato etc. in a total 10 acres
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of land.
By the first week of January 2006 the vegetable was ready . After home
consumption the farmers sale the vegetable nearby market and got a net profit
of Rs.38681/This effort of the people provided them a good income and foods
for two months. Moreover, the barren lands became productive. Vegetable
cultivation was proved to be a key to economic prosperity for the 22 tribal
families and influenced many other poor families in the area.

Field demonstration on NRM

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Photograph of after implementation of NRM program at
Dangabir village

INTERVENTIONS.
To enhance the productivity of land by restoring and regenerating natural
resource base through Contour stone bonding.
Mixed Tree Plantation (such as mango, Karanjia, Tamarind, Chakunda,
Bahada, Jjapra, Mahaneem) have been done for soil conservation..
Bamboo Plantation for household income
Glerisedia for green manure.
Garland boundary trench has been excavated to protect the forest.
Backyard plantations have been taken up.
Training on NRM, regeneration of forest.
Training on Agriculture:( Mixed crop cultivation. Benefit of using high yield
seeds. The usefulness of organic manure, Techniques / agricultural inputs
on various crops ).

CHAPTER : 06 Gender Equity And Empowerment
Enabling women to participate in all spheres such as economic, social
and political is the prime objective of the organization. The strategy was to
facilitate the process of positive discrimination for women to organize and build
their capacity to assert their rights in VDC, PRI and in all other forums, in all
dimensions of self, family, community and in the society at large. Not being
confined with the respective village level problems, the women Federation are
now focusing to sort out the conflicts of the other villages.
The women organization during the year, have developed their alliances with
other district level and state level forums. Also they have joined different
people’s organization to make their movement for displacement, governance,
land right issues successful. Beside this they have met different Govt. officials and
have claimed necessary steps for different village level problems, like Health,
sanitation, education, corruption and Govt. schemes etc.

Women leaders are giving memorandum to the Revenue minister for land Patta

Interventions carried :
•
•
•
•
•

Women’s fight against violence.
Campaign against liquor business.
Effort for land – Patta in both the husband and wife’s name.
Women’s involvement in various income generation programme leading
to economic empowerment.
Interface with govt. institutions on different issues.

The women groups are taking a leading role in the village development issues.
They are no more just a silent participants in the meetings but raising their voice
against exploitation and gender inequality.

CHAPTER – 7 STAFF DEVELOPMENT
Organization development Exercise:Human resource development is the key factor that makes the program
possible. Effective functioning of the organization depends on the qualitative
performance of the team. And for this the organization regularly undergoes OD
Exercise where each member of the team was able to share his or her views and
reflection on process and vision, mission and goal of the organization. The OD
exercise was held 2 times during this year. There are 21 full time team members of
organization and 70 village level animators.
In this year SPREAD has organized training programme on NREGA, RTI, Social
Audit, Advocacy, Sarva sikhya Aviyan and role of VEC, Land rights, Leadership
and Social analysis, Natural resource management, Gender, documentation,
participatory micro level planning and the exposure of the team to different
organization in side the state and outside also.
These training and exposure visits have helped in building the capacities and
enabled the team to facilitate the right based works and strategies effectively in
the partner community.

Chapter-8
REMARKBLE ACHIVMENTS :
Women convention and Koraput Mahila Mahasabha.
The organization facilitated a process to bring women organizations of
different area to one platform and discuss the common issues. 2days women
convention (from 18th – 19th may) was organized at district level. This was the first
experience for the different women groups to discuss their issues, fight against
injustice. The achievements of women in PRI s and their efforts in solving women
issues were highlighted. There was a big rally and a memorandum was submitted
to the district collector. The Koraput Mahila Maha sabha was formed and It was
resolved that the Mahila Maha sabha will take up the issues of girl child
education and women rights over land. A core committee (having 30members)
was formed at the end of the two day
which was given the responsibility to follow
– up the action plan.

STATE LEVEL SEMINAR ON REFORMS OF LAND LAWS IN ORISSA.
A seminar on “Reforms of land laws” was held on 24 &25th January, 2006 at the
seminar hall of the Nabakrushna Choudhury Center for Development Studies,
Bhubaneswara. The seminar was jointly organized by SPREAD Koraput, council of
Analytical Tribal Studies (COATS) Koraput & Tribal museum Koraput. The
participants were drawn mostly from the Revenue Department, who are
sufficiently and
adequately well-versed with the Revenue Laws which are
being implemented by them, along with
personnel from other Non
Government Organisations, working at the cutting edge of administration and at
the receiving end of implementation of the revenue laws, besides like minded
social activists, advocates and retired
administrators and academicians
from all parts of Orissa.
Altogether
78
participants
registered their names in the
seminar.

The Seminar was inaugurated by the
Honourable Chief Minister of Orissa,
Sri Naveen Patnaik by lighting the
lamp, as per the Agenda.
Sri
Pyarimohan Mohapatra IAS (Retd.),
Honourable Member of Parliament
(Rajya Sabha) and Chairman,
Council of Analytical Tribal Studies,
presided over the inaugural session.
The Key Note Address was delivered by
Tarun
Kanti
Mishra,
I.A.S,
ChiefSri
minister‘s
address
at reforms
of land law
seminar in orissa
held
at NCDS, Bhubaneswar
Dt 24th to
25th January
Principal Secretary to Government in Revenue
Department,
Orissa,
and
he -2006
suggested that issues
concerning land is a critical input requiring
feedback, for they are fundamental for the life and livelihood of the people of
the State.Sri Man Mohan Samal, Honourable Minister, Revenue, joined the
Seminar in the plenary session. The important recommendations are given in the
annexure A. One of the recommendations was for a model draft of revenue
code for the state. The draft of the revenue code is under progress.
CONSULTATION ON DISPLACEMENT ISSUE IN ORISSA
A consultation meet on the problem of the displaced people was organized by
Koraput Basachyut Mahasangha {KBM} & Machhkund Displaced peoples forum
on 23-24 December, 2005. In this consultation 170 people (displaced community
leader, activist and intellectuals having experiences on displacement issues)
from all over the Orissa participated and shared their experiences, suggestion on
different displacement issues in different regions. Also responsibilities were
distributed among the active leaders of the different district to strengthen the
displaced people’s network.

Consultation meet of displaced people at Koraput.

NEWSLETTER ON LAND RIGHTS;

Sri Man Mohan
Revenue in the

Land rights is the
major issue of the
sothern
Orissa.
Organisation
has
been making efforts
to
disseminate
information on land
related
laws,
practical
problems
people are facing in
tribal
areas
and
success and failure
cases in land struggle. In this context the news letter named ‘AMA JAMI’ has
been published quarterly.

AUDIT REPORT FOR 2005-2006

ANNEX.A

A SUMMARY OF THE RECOMMENDATIONS OF
THE WORKING GROUPS
WORKING GROUP NO.1: LAND RECORDS.
The first Group on Land Records (Survey of Inter-State Boundaries and
Demarcation of
Forest and Revenue Lands) pinpointed their focus of discussion on 9
points and later two more points were added. It was estimated that there are nearly six
and half lakh acres of land requiring original survey. This volume of work will increase if
the 10-30o lands under Podu are taken up for survey. The uncertainty of ROR and Maps
leads to civil and criminal litigations.
i.

Survey and re-survey throughout the State are to be taken up quickly and finished
within two to three years and the cycle repeated every twenty years to fill in
generation gaps.

ii.

For this purpose modern sophisticated systems to be adopted in survey and
preparation of land records by computerisation and maps by digitisation, adopting
the cost-benefit and stakes ratios to make it people-friendly by the State, so as to
cover the six and half lakhs acre
original survey and to take up additional work
o
o
of 10 -30 gradients throughout the State.

iii.

Survey, Settlement, Registration and title change be effected by integrating these
operations as a part of revenue administration at Tahasil level under direct control
of Collector.

iv.

Web based Integrated Land Information System be adopted to manage land record
data.

v.

The discretionary powers of field level revenue staff be curtailed by a new
transparent, accountable and error-free system.

vi.

In survey and settlement operations, involvement of the general public be coordinated with civil society and Gram Panchayats.

vii.

Large scale awareness campaign to be built up before different stages of Survey
and Settlement with simplification of statutory rules and orders.

viii.

Integration of G.P. Kiosks with revenue records for public accessing through NeGP
(National e-Governance Programme) has to be strengthened.

ix.

Above 30o slope survey may be taken up for horticulture and plantation purposes
and Survey and Settlement completed by adopting modern technology methods.
Demarcation of Inter-State boundary
disputes and forest areas and revenue
village on boundaries be made through digitised maps and computerised records.
The longevity of satellites and speed and accuracy of remote sensing cameras has
to be matched with cost, benefit and stake ratio and the details of error-free
retrieval of maps to the minimum degree of less than one c.m. of space on the field
is to be ensured.

x.

The suggestions of Sri Giridhari Das for record of rights to have statutory
recognition was adopted.

xi.

Abolition of Board of Revenue and
Revenue Divisional Commissioners may be
reconsidered by adopting Land Revenue Tribunal system of Andhra Pradesh as
suggested by Dr. S. B. Padhy.

WORKING GROUP NO.2 :
The Second working group on Land Reforms had enumerated 12 points.
i.

The premia U/s 8-A of OLR Act be raised to discourage further conversion for
non-agricultural purposes.

ii.

The definition of ‘personal cultivation’ under Section 2(22) of OLR Act may be
amended to include residential qualification.

iii.

The ceiling limit be reduced from 10 to 5 standard acres.

iv.

The OLR Act and Regulation 2 of 1956 may have provisions pursuant to the
Supreme Court decision in the case of AP Singh V. Tej Bahadur and also the
amendments of 2002 as contained in Regulation 2 of 1956.

v.

Public purpose, private interest and industry purpose should be made more clear
and specific. Marginal farmers, small farmers and landless persons should first of
all be compensated by increasing the size of the uneconomic holdings to the
minimum of 2 acres of equal quality and extent of land before the acquired lands
are handed over to the requisitioning agency.

vi.

Rayati rights be conferred on steep

vii.

Encroachments (except forest encroachments)
settlement in consultation with GPs.

viii.

Penalty in encroachments be enhanced as a punitive measure and Gram Sabha and
Palli Sabha be associated in Scheduled and Non-Scheduled Areas while settling
lands in objectionable and non-objectionable encroachments, in the process of
disposal of encroachment cases.

ix.

Common Property Resources like Sarbasadhan, Rakhit and Abad Jogya Anabadi
lands may be given on permissive possession for every 2 years for development of
local area and as a means of sairat source to Gram Panchayats after spot inspection
and demarcation by making yearly review of their performances, and lease made
renewable thereafter for
further periods of biennial cycles.

x.

Same as vii above except limiting the period to pre-1980 encroachments before
coming into force of Conservation of
Forest Act.

xi.

Resolve the conflict of laws between
Consolidation Act 1972 and ODA Act 1982
when an area is declared as an urban area.

xii.

Acquisition of excess land over and above the firm requirements of the
requisitioning authorities be discouraged and the excess land where available should
be surrendered for settling landless agriculturists thereon under OGLS Act.
While distributing such resumed land,
priority shall be given to those whose
land was acquired and who has become landless.

gradients above 30o .
should end either in

eviction or

WORKING GROUP NO. 3 :
The third working group on Tribal Land Issues deliberated on as many as 27
points, out of which some were deleted in the plenary session after a consensus was
arrived at after noting the points made therein.
i.

The encroachments made in forests before the Conservation of Forest Act came into
force were dropped, but such cases should be re-opened. The Action Aid NGO

pointed out to a circular of Maharashtra Government about formation of Taluk Level
Committees on forest encroachments. In Orissa, similar committees were in
existence at sub-divisional levels and their records be retrieved and oral evidence of
people could be recorded and cases disposed of.
ii.

To avoid sporadic tribal settlements, forest villages inside forests may not be a
suitable alternative. Only forest fringes need be identified.

iii.

Maharashtra Govt. Circular is covered at i above.

iv.

Forest settlement under the Orissa Forest Act on the lines of Indian Forest Act and
Madras Forest Act are to be finalised on Non Timber Forest Produce rights in
Reserve Forests through Forest Settlement proceedings determining the rights of
the users / occupiers.

v.

To regulate Tribal Land Settlement in forest areas, Gram Sabhas/ Palli Sabhas in
Non-scheduled & Scheduled Areas be actively involved associating the NGOs.

vi.

A different family ceiling on lands for tribals be thought of.

vii.

The 30o Limit Gradient Survey and Settlement has to be finished within a fixed time
frame.

viii.

Shifting cultivation by Kudki or Podu system be recorded as rayati lands for
horticultural or plantation purposes for growing perennial crops by giving tree pattas.

ix.

No coercive measures be adopted to evict tribals unless full package of rehalibitation
and resettlement is provided owing to displacement occasioned by execution of
development works in relocated area and
surplus lands after meeting all
requirements of requisitioning authorities be restored from alienation / acquisition to
the owners, occupiers or persons in constructive and
beneficial possession of the
same within a specific time limit.

x.

Scheduled Areas administrative structure be modelled on Andhra Pradesh and
Maharashtra models by single funding, single window service and single line of
administrative structure.

xi.

Joint Patta in the names of the man and spouse, engenders gender justice and
prevents indiscriminate land transfer. It may be done for all classes of people in all
areas.

xii.

The provisions of Regulations made under Panchayat Extension to Scheduled Areas
Act (PESA) (Central Act No.40 of 1996 - dt.24-12-1996) be enforced by making
parallel amendments of cognate Acts in Non-Scheduled Areas to maintain uniform
justice to tribals.

xiii.

If Sarbasadharan / Rakhit lands are acquired compensatory measures as provided for
compensatory afforestation be made applicable by earmarking equal area in new
Settlements or providing funds for purchase of equal area as recompense.

xiv.

Kiosks or information centres shall provide easy access to records. Panchayat wise
and wardwise information on land ownership rights be made available to illiterate
tribals and their rights be safeguarded by associating ward members to help them in
assertion of their rights to their own lands facilitating recording of oral evidence in
such cases.

xv.

Education by active participation of local tribals be effected at the time of survey
and Settlement operations.

xvi.

Operations of Survey and Settlement be done within three years and maintenance be
done continuously and every two decades the revision survey and settlement be done.

xvii.

Tribals be made legally conscious by Awareness and Aid Campaigns through such cells
as District Legal Literacy Missions / Legal Services Authority.

xviii. As land is not only an economic commodity but also a social commodity and considered
as a primary natural resource utilised for securing livelihood, a culture-friendly and
holistic approach is the dire need for matters connected with land ownership,
inheritance and management. Tribal traditions and customs concerining land shall not
be ignored. All Government and Non-Government officials working in tribal areas be
oriented to appreciate the ethos, worldview, ideologies, society, culture and
development interventions in tribal communities.
xix & xx. were deleted as these were not concerned with land, and they dealt with ecofriendly, culture-specific and resources-friendly matters touching sustainable and
participatory development efforts and to uphold cultural identity in social milieu
artistic and craftsmanship were urged to be encouraged to perpetuate their own
performing arts, dances, song and ethno-music.
xxi.

To free the tribals from becoming landless, provide land to all tribals.

xxii.

Acquisition proceedings were discussed to be eliminated as is being done in Indonesia,
where the Government is playing the role of an arbitrator in joining hands of the
willing sellers with willing purchasers.

xxiii. There were restrictions on tribal lands as indicated in Ramadhyani Report on Princely
States. 1948 and 1956 had no notable significance except post-independence land
reforms as cut off point and promulgation of Regulation 2/56 in Scheduled Areas.
Therefore, no useful purpose would be served by reviving cases of that period.
xxiv. Uniformity be maintained as regards criminal prosecution as provided in Regulation
2/56 in other cognate Acts applicable in non-Scheduled Areas.
xxv.

Restoration of tribal rights lost in colonial and post-colonial period on tribal rights
over land, water bodies, forests etc, as the customary communal property resources
were alienated through a process of gradual, systematic and dubious expropriation.

xxvi. For enforcement of laws in Fifth Schedule principles of peaceful and good
governance to be enforced.
xxvii. Awareness building in tribal areas about the present land laws be taken up on a large
scale. The suggestion of the original proposal on adequate night halts of officials did
not
deserve to be considered.
WORKING GROUP NO.4 :
The fourth group on Management of Land Laws had a term of reference, which
was summarised as management of land laws existing in a heterogenous, chaotic and
complex form in
water-tight compartments of departments within
departments working with pigeon-hole view of disorganised management to be
substituted by a one-pointed homogenous, uniform and simple
apparatus of
organisation and management. For this purpose 3 broad divisions with inter-connected
matters were placed for discussion.
I.
i. The felt need for a comprehensive, self-contained and consolidated Revenue Code
(English & Oriya), with substantive and procedural provisions applicable throughout the
State to all classes of people (SC, ST & OC) basis was recomended by emulating from the
1999 Code of AP and the earlier Code of MP ( in Hindi and English) besides that of Bombay
(Maharashtra). The AP Code was taken as a
benchmark. It was pointed out that in
the AP Code items such as, riparian rights, high-tide zones,
exclusive economic zones,
alluvion and diluvion rights were not covered and it was proposed to be included in the
Orissa Code. The project specific relief,rehabilitation and resettlement organisations were

recommended to be integrated with the Revenue
in the Code on Disaster Management.

Department along with making provisions

ii. The consolidation work is not feasible as per National Agriculture Commission
Reports in
areas where there are less than 25 acres of compact cultivated patch in one
plot. Therefore, the
consolidation and survey and settlement organisations are to be
inextricably integrated at Tahasil level by delegating the powers of SO and CO on
Collectors and Sub-Collectors. Besides simplified and
simultaneous procedure
prescribed in the present Act may have to be matched with progressive technolocy of
satellite survey, taking the longevity of satellites and with zeroing-in of error to the bare
minimum with good quality cameras and sensors by forward and backward linkages and
provision of down the line unitary offices was recomended.
iii. Re-imposition of land revenue as a tax or as an agricultural income tax or land
revenue was recomended.
Integration of development activities with Revenue
Administration was also suggested by creating the Municipal and Non-Municipal units like
the Panchayat Samitis, as urban and rural Tahasils.
iv. Mutation could be expedited if registration, survey and settlement are brought
within the fold of Tahasil Offices, empowering Tahasildars to register title on Torrens
System Basis and changing records and maps by integrating survey and settlement with
Mutation and Registration work in the Tahasils. Computerisation would also help to
hasten the process.
v. Overhauling of laws would improve simplification and weeding out of unwanted
laws.
vi. Size of economic holdings, ceilings and encroachment could be enforced by
making laws fewer which will bring better cheer to people.
vii. Concealed tenancy and share cropping should be taken care of in the new statute.
viii. Pass Books may provide description of valuable trees and concealed tenancy for
taking
corrective steps and for better productivity in national economy. Certificates
need not be issued by
Revenue Administration. Applicants may be asked to swear
affidavits before notaries to establish their claims on pain of criminal proceedings for false
assertions.
ix. The Misc. Certificate and SC and ST Certificate Rules be repealed and applicants
or
candidates be required to assert their claims by affidavit through Notaries
Public and face criminal proceedings if they swear false declarations. Similarly, Government
Officers may not be compelled to attest documents and Certificates, now that there are a
large number of notaries who can legally do it. This would save time and energy of officers
and cost of stationeries of Government.
x. There shall be transferable and heritable rights on homesteads/pattadar lands.
Agricultural and non-agricultural lands shall have such common incidents of tenures
applicable both in rural and
urban areas.
II. Reorganisation of
Department Administration.

administrative

structure

and

system

of

Revenue

i. One of the Chief Secretaries in the Secretariat be vested with powers of Board
of
Revenue or in the alternative Special Revenue Tribunals may be formed in the
existing Revenue
Divisional Commissioners’ Offices, delegating them with the powers of
Board of Revenue. Remove the Divisional Commissioners in the field and delegate the
powers of RDC to the Additional Secretaries in Revenue Department. Merge the directors
of Board of Revenue in the Revenue Department and in
general other heads of

department be merged with the Secretariat as an economy measure. The
Secretary of Revenue Department may be notified as Chief Commissioner.

Principal

ii. Reorganise the units of Administration by a simple notification without creating
any
infrastructure by redeploying present staff as follows. Single District and
single sub-division by integrating and upgrading present 60 sub-divisions as districts and
have common supporting staffs including all the downline officers at the same station. The
present system of providing officers-in-charge in sub-division and district be done away
with : so also appointment of Addl. Tahasildars and Addl. Dist. Magistrate in all districts.
The A.D.Ms. in charge of DRDA, ITDA, CADA are to be withdrawn and the offices merged
in the district offices. The system of sub-districts or
Upa-Zillas be introduced
in each Municipal and Non-Municipal Panchayat Samitti units, adding Forest
areas
around it. The R.I. Circle be made coterminous with the G.Ps. and collection wards or circles
of Municipal areas. The RIs be re-designated as rural / urban Administrative Officers to
discharge dual functions of Revenue and Local Government bodies. Local funds be made a
distinct sub-head under the Consolidated Fund of the State.
III. E-Governance and Kiosks under Right to Information Act 2005
The Revenue Officers Training Institute within the Madhusudan Finance Institute
and Gopobandhu Academy of Administration be started under a Training and Co-ordination
Department as one of the capacity building measures. Management Information System
and Decision Support System be introduced in the Project Management Unit by introducing
computerization of records and digitisation of maps. E-Sample system will remove stamp
scam.
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